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EDITORIAL
"rhe best

raid scheme"

We like to keep our editorials to the subject of
taxation. However, the results of the August 17th
by-election in Spadina are dramatic enough in
their importance to demand a departure from our
policy.
Consider the set-up. James Allen Coutts, Pierre

Trudeau's principal secretary and reported heir to
the throne, was to contest a simple by-election in
a riding that has gone Liberal 13 of the last 16
elections. And set up it was. The seat was vacated
by 45-year-old Peter Stollary who was moved to
the Senate, a position usually reserved for
distinguished Canadians with a long record of
(Continuedonpase 4 )
public ServiCe.

HALT ACROSS CANADA
canvassers got off to a good start in
August. They distributed over 500
brochures and survey forms to
Saskatoon households, creating
interest waves that were felt all the way
out to Vancouver. This group is the
first to try out HALT's simplified
canvassing brochure; we'll be able to
compare results with the old form in

his first public meeting, and signed up
four canvassers to spread the HALT
message. With that kind of
enthusiasm, HALT may be
strengthening its base in eastern
Canada soon.
Halifax
David- Morgan has been following
up local issues and controversies with
a vengeance, keeping HALT principles

the near future.

and solutions in full public view.

Peterborough

speaking to the Rotary Club, and
contacting his local M.L.A., David is
preparing a presentation to the
provincial Committee of lnquiry into
volunteer fire services. His brief will
stress the benefits of non-government
financed fire departments, and the
importance of not placing this further
load on municipal deficits.

Besides writing letters to the editor,
HALT has a -possible new chapter

starting up in Ontario, as a result of
the energy and determination of
Bruce Knapp. Concerned with rising
taxes and reduced value for money,
Bruce contacted the Peterborough
Libertarian Association with the aim of
starting a local tax revolt. They
uggested he work under the auspices
-- of HALT. and Bruce lost no time in
phoning head office and getting the
necessary information and materials.
ln less than two weeks, he had
advertised in local papers, completed
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Saskatoon
Bernard Janzen
and local
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- have been focused on
Local efforts
the Pacific National Exhibition for
most of August and early September.
HALT Vancouver sponsored a booth

Elizabeth Bolstler
in one of the major exhibit pavilions.
At the time of writing, 5000 passersby
had picked up the HALT brochure. As
well, over 2000 had signed HALT's
petition, asserting: "We, the
undersigned, being responsible and
productive citizens, proclaim that we
didn't earn our dollars for someone
else to spend. And, therefore, we say
to all politicians and bureaucrats:
Thanks, but no thanks. Cut our taxes
by cutting your spending."
A major feature of the booth is the
Colden Gobbler award, presented to
the politician or bureaucrat who
demonstrates exceptional ability to
gobble up taxpayers' dollars. First
presentation went to Marc Lalonde for
his indispensible role in the recent
spectacular gasoline price hike. Mr.
Lalonde and his national energy policy
deserve the bulk of the credit for
bringing the total price of a gallon of
gasoline to $ 1.90, 65% of which goes
directly to government. Local radio
stations' interest was piqued by the
award: HALT spokesmen have been
(continued on page 3)

THOUGHIS OIY FREEDO\VI

This is an ironic contradiction from a
society that claims to idealize independence, strength of character and
persistence.

Elizabeth Bolstler
1981 has been designated the
International Year of Disabled Persons.
Following hot on the trail of Women
and Children, the Disabled were
spotlighted by the U.N. as part of its
ongoing program to publicize the
plight of underprivileged or minority
groups. Member countries are
encouraging related social service
agencies to apply for grants on the
grounds that they exlst to heip the
"handicapped."
It is all in keeping with the modern,
popular dictum on the handicapped:
encourage them to lead normal lives.
Minimize the differences between the
disabled and non-disabled. Make us
equal, make us the same. People
must not be treated differently from
one another.
Somebody's been telling lies.
People do not have equal abilities,
talents, ambitions or opportunities.
Each and every one of us has
physical, intellectual and emotional
weaknesses that place us at a
disadvantage in some way in dealing
with the world. And that inequality will

not go away by our pretending it
doesn't exist.
Worse, establishing an arbitrary
cut-off point beyond which an
individual is labelled "handicapped" is
the biggest dead weight we can dump
on each other. Look ai the "normal
life" we oifer at this point. The
physically and rnentally handicapped
who are non-institutionalized an.l
living outside their families' home or
resources are typically in governmentsubsidized housing. They use
government-subsidized transportation.
Their education is paid for in total
or part by government. They are
coaxed to spend their spare time in
gorrernment-run recreation centers.
The real message we are
communicating is: without
government hand-outs, you'd be
nothing. By promoting a Year of the
Disabled, the U.N. perpetuates this
attitude. It confirms to anyone labelled
"handicapped" that they are less than

they should be.
With a backwards orientation, it
focuses society's attention
not on
the potential of the human-spirit
but rather on the obligation to help.

There is a second crippling force
operating here, this time on the
taxpayers who foot the bill to support
these programs. Government grants
allocated in response to this annual
designation are composed of
taxpayers' dollars. As such, those
dollars are not freely and happily
given. To attempt to establish one
human right by denying another rnore
fundamental right is self-defeating.
You might rvell assert that the
taxpayer would probably voluntarily
support these same piograms if given
the option. However, that sidesteps the
issue; the option does not exist. We
are, without consultation, relieved of
financial and moral responsibilities
that are rightfully ours. Individuals
must not be forced to assist any more
than they must be forced to accept
assistance.
These days, it is almost blasphe-

mous to question government aid to
special inierest groups like the handicapped. It's time to reconsider the
automatic guilt we feel at the mention
of disabled persons, if it results in
ineffective and harmful solutions like
that of the U.N.nl+
v

New Toastmasters Club

On Speaking Freely...
Nick Grimshawe
Do you wish you had the ability to
convince others of the validity of your
ideas? Do you wish you could think
quickly under pressure to defend your
beliefs? Do you wish you had the
confidence to express yourself, without
feeling uncomfortable, to a large or a
small gathering of people?
HALT is in the process of forming
Howard Jarvis, originator of
California's "Proposition 13", is in
Vancouver to speak on property
Tax Umitation: Campaign, Victory,
and Legacy.
Thursday, October 8, 1981 at
8:15 p.m.
West Vancouver Secondary
School
1750 Mathers Avenue, West
Vancouver

Admission: 53.00 (2 for $5.00)
Tickets available from HALT,
909 Thurlow St.

its own Toastmasters chapter. The
purpose of the club is to help
participants achieve their personal

communication goals. A carefully
developed program unfolds the art of
good speech making. Speakers
progress through 15 speech projects,
constantly gaining confidence and
skill. As weil, running club meetings
and participating in club projects give
first-hand leadership experience.
An 8-week Speechcraft course will
launch the new club. Given by the
sponsoring club (The Evergreen
Toastmasters), the Speechcraft course
will provide expert instruction in the
basic principles of public speaking.
The first meeting takes place 5:30,
September iTth at Murphy's Pub (5i5
Seymour Street), followed by regular
weekly Thursday meetings at the
same time and place.
The start-up fee for the first 6
months is $50. dropping thereafter to
an annual fee of about $50. A
reasonably priced hearty-fare buffet
2

supper will be available.
HALT welcomes you to take this
opportunity to challenge yourself, and

to overcome any communication fears
you may have. Once you decide to
join, or if you have any further
questions, please contact Nick
Crimshawe at 669-9701 or Heather
Engstrom at 688-2308.@

Happy Birthday, Ludwig Von Mises!
Cam Osborne
September 29 marks the 100th
-anniversary of the birth of one of this
century's great champions of
individual liberby: Ludrvig von Mises. ln
a century of increasing encroachment
by the state, his ideas remain a
formidable intellectual br.rlwark against
the advocates of big government.
Born in Vienna in 1881, he studied
law and economics and soon came
under the influence of the so-called
"Austrian School" cf economic
thought which studied ihe market by
focusing on the actions of the
individual. The fresh and muchneeded insights of his teachers were
great intellectual achievements in
themselves, but it was Mises who
developed and refined them to a
powerful and integrated whole.
His pioneering book, The Theory of
rvloney and Credit (1912),
demonstrated beyond all doubt that it
is government and not the free market
which creates inflation and the
accompanying boom-and-bust cycle
in the economy. This work alone
firmly established his reputation.
owever, in the two decades after
-World War I, it was followed by a
series of books and articles
demonstrating the chaos of "planned
economics", the destructiveness of
government intervention in the
HALT across Canada Gontinued)
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market, and the liberty, progress and
prosperity of a free economy.

Ludwiq von M'ises
1881-197
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Interest in his thought reached

a _

pinnacle around the mid-1930s. But
just as a substantial following was
being formed, the hightaxation/
big-spendinglpro-deficit policies of the
"Keynesian Revolution" of the 1930s
and 1940s rolled over the economics
profession like a tidal wave. Amid this
disaster, and the equally disastrous
World War il, Mises' influence virtually
vanished.
Nevertheless, in 1940 he completed
his monume ntal N ationalekonomie
(885 pages), translated finally into

English in 1949 as Human Action.ln

brought out several new attenders in
spite of wet weather. Two radio
stations were represented at the
meeting, and went away with some

challenging ideas for their listeners.
Edmonton
Bruce Vaughan
Chapter president
took advantage of his summer
vacation from school principaling to
work full-time as HALT salesman. His
talks with Edmonton businessmen
have been tremendously successful,
improving both HALT's financial
position and public awareness. The
enthusiastic response he's received

helps confirm our impression that
Alberta's booming economy wants to
keep out from under government's
thumb. Bruce intends to continue this
work part-time over the winter.
August's public meeting attracted a
mixture of newcomers and regulars.
CFRN-TV sent out a crew and
provided extensive coverage on the
evening news.

the words of his foremost student.
Murray Rothbard, " Human Action is
IT; it is economics whole, developed
from sound principles; it is a work
completed by a man isolated and
alone, deserted by virtually all of his
own followers, in exile from . . .
Austria, amidst a world and a
profession that had deserted all cf his
ideals, methods and principles. . ."
Mises moved to New York in 1940
where, to the enduring disgrace of the
American academic worid. he was
never offered a full-time paid teaching
position in his field. Nevertheless, he
did teach Business Administration and
managed to influence a small group
of economics students who, over the
last 20 years, have been largely
responsible for reviving interest in his
ideas and works.
He died in 1973, unfortunately not
Iiving to see the dramatic refutation of
Keynesian thought which the
recessionary "stagflation" of 1974
provided, a phenomenon which he
had long predicted. With the
economics profession currently in
disarray and helplessly grasping at
straws like "supply-side principles" the
rationality and soundness of Misesian
thought offers the only solid ground
on which to stand. All who stand in
opposition to big government owe
him an immense debt of gratitude.6

Events

Public meetings will be held
monthly in cities where there is an
active HALT chapter. At that time, a
competent spokesman will discuss
HALT objectives and methods, its

projects and progress. Everyone is
welcome. A question and answer
period will be part of the meeting
format.
Edmonton: the last Monday of
each month, 8:00 p.m. at the
Edmonton Inn, 11830 Kingsway
Avenue. Phone Bruce Vaughan
at 462-0698 for further information.
Vancouver: the last Monday of
each month, 7:30 p.m. at The
Scottish Auditorium, 1605 West 1
Avenue. lf you have any questions,
phone 688-2308.
Copper Courses (1 hour training
sessions for block reps) are held
regularly. Call the above numbers for

scheduled times.,++,
I

T,\X VISE
Paul Geddes
The vise tightens in Canada,
loosens in the U.S. Saying "This is
only the beginning," President Reagan
signs into law the biggest tax and
spending cuts in U.S. history. At
home, we can only look forward to a
gloomy October budget. Looking over
August developments, we note the
following highlights.

August 5

12% penally, retroactive to Jan. 1, on
money owed.

August 17
An editorial appears in
the Clobe E- Mail entitled "Up to Our
Ears in Debt". The editorial describes
the public debt as nothing more than
deiayed taxation which must some
day be paid with interest. According to
the Globe t' Mail, the federal
government's net debt is now $83
billion! Should the government decide
to call it in, you would be faced with a
whopping $S,qSZ for every member of
your family.

Reagan wins congres-

- for a bill that will cut
sional approval
individual and business taxes by fiqg
billion through 1986. The heart of the
package is a permanent cut in
personal tax rates averaging about
25% over the next three years.
August 15

The deadline passes for
the first payment
of the new federal
energy taxes. Companies face an
additional tax of 45C per thousand
cubic feet of natural gas, and an 8%
tax on oil and gas revenue. Anyone
not meeting the deadline is liable for a

REBELS
Cache Creek
It's good to note that
- one pocket of
there was at least
resistance within the ranks of
recently-striking postal workers. Eight
postal workers in Cache Creek, B.C.
rejected some of the union's
demands, such as the 17-week paid
maternity leave, and continued to
report to work despite the national
strike. "We're dedicated. We want to
work," was the anthem of the

August l9

The city of Medicine

Hat, Alberta,- which owns its own gas

fields, decides to challenge the federal
gas sales tax. Likewise, the crown

corporation, B.C. Hydro, announces

that so far it has collected $21 million
of the tax in a special account to be
held until the legality of the tax has
been decided by the courts.

August 19

Economic analysts for
Richardson -Securities and Dominion
Securities Ames Ltd. both predict in
newsletters that the federal
government will significantly increase
taxes in the fall.

August 23

Because of sharp

- revenues from natural
reductions in
tesources in British Columbia, it is
announced that revenue sharing from
the provincial government to
rnunicipalities will be significantly
reduced for the next iwo years.
Municipalities will be iorced either to
cut spending drastically or to
introduce substantial increases in
property taxes. The unwelcome choice
is accented by this year's already
swollen local tax bills.

August 24

The Globe & Mail
- because of the political
suggests that

setback of Liberal by-election defeats,
pressures are building for Finance
Minister MacEachen to strike out in
new directions. However, with little will
to curb out-of-control spending and
with the federal debt mounting, there
are few options left but to increase
taxes. Possible means include putting
a cap on indexing in future years,
implementing a straight increase in
corporate taxes, and abolishing some
tax shelter arrangements. The Globe
t Mait concludes that beefing up the
tax rate is, however, likely to
undermine economic growth. The
downward spiral continues. @
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EDITORIAL

(ontinued)

Coutts was hardly new to politics.
Just the opposite. He had campaigned
for office as a Liberal back in 1962 in
Alberta, finishing a distant third. For
many years he was political assistant
to Lester Pearson, establishing himself
as a man of many connections and
much know-how. In 1974. he became
Trudeau's very confident tactician and
strategist. In the past year, the word
was out that Coutts would be a logical
replacement for Trudeau.
Yet in spite of his experience and
his running in the safest of ridings,
Coutts lost! Why? Because political
scheming and conniving cannot fool
all of the people all of the time. There

PRINTEDMATTER
are limits and Trudeau has reached
his. A safe riding rejected his favorite
son.

A loss in one riding does not
guarantee that the Liberals will lose
the entire country come the next
election. But we believe that this event
will be noted as the beginning of the
downfall of P.E.T. and everything he
stands for. Canadians are about to
reject government centralized planning
as a way of life.
Resulting will be a situation
common to the aftermath of
revolutions. The vacuum created by
the Trudeau departure will leave
Canadians wondering where to go: if

not a benign centralized state making
all the decisions, what then? For a
people long-used to an erosion of
their control, it will be a difficult time.
It will be HALT's role, and the role
of all free enterprisers and people of
long standing independence, to fill this
vacuum. We must be able to show
some of the alternatives, to
demonstrate patience, and to provide
a shining example of how individuals
and groups can solve their own
problems.

The Spadina by-electiorr poses one
challenge for the Liberals. But far
more serious is the challenge it poses

for

us. ltt,

Richard Bolstler

